Policy Fact Sheet

Why do sellers of the most dangerous
products get a free pass to act dangerously?
What is PLCAA?
PLCAA is the Protection of Lawful Commerce in Arms Act—long a top priority of the corporate gun
lobby which was signed into law by President George W. Bush in 2005—and which provides the
corporate gun industry special protection from civil justice law that no other industry has.

Why was it enacted?
The corporate gun lobby lobbied Congress and got special legal protection for negligently selling
and designing guns when a firearm was involved in a crime. The reason was to protect profits as
PLCAA allows gun companies to profit off supplying criminals and from selling guns without feasible, lifesaving safety devices.

What special protections does PLCAA give gun companies?
PLCAA provides gun companies unique legal protections in many cases when they negligently
sell or make a gun that ends up being used in crime. Negligence is the most fundamental principle of
civil justice in our legal system; it requires everyone in society to simply use reasonable care to not
expose others to harm. For example, bars can be liable for accidents when they negligently sell alcohol to
people they have reason to think will drive drunk. Gun companies now have unique immunity from this
basic duty in most cases.
One effect of PLCAA is to give “bad apple” gun dealers that use
irresponsible practices or have even had their licenses revoked receive
enhanced legal protection—actually protecting those who engage in
the unlawful commerce in arms. Another effect is that gun
manufacturers who negligently sell guns through “bad apple” gun
dealers can profit from the criminal gun market without being held
accountable to the victims they hurt.
PLCAA gives immunity to gun manufacturers who refuse to install lifesaving safety devices in many cases, exempting them from basic
products liability law. For example, because car manufacturers know
that cars will be crashed, they are liable if they fail to make cars
crashworthy – improvements that minimize the risk of injury. Gun
companies now have unique protection from this basic duty.
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How is the public affected by PLCAA?
Because of PLCAA, gun manufacturers and sellers can escape accountability to victims even
if their business practices are unreasonably dangerous and cause harm. Victims can bring
such lawsuits when they are injured by any other product.
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For example, a gun dealer escaped accountability when he enabled a drug-abusing, mentally unstable
individual to simply take a gun without a Brady background check (he used it two days later to murder an
innocent young man). Although he was so grossly negligent that hundreds of guns left his store without
background checks, and he had his license revoked for willful violations of gun laws, the dealer was
allowed to use his own negligence as a defense to a lawsui—arguing that PLCAA prohibited ordinary
negligence claims.1
It also protected an online ammunition retailer from liability who sold thousands of rounds of ammunition
to a deranged individual without verifying his identity—the same individual used that ammunition to kill
twelve people in a movie theatre, including Jessica Ghawi, the daughter of Lonnie and Sandy Phillips.2
The law has prevented victims from holding manufactures accountable for not including feasible safety
improvements.3

Is PLCAA constitutional?
No. PLCAA unconstitutionally deprives gun violence victims of their right to civil justice under the
5th Amendment, making them second-class citizens, unlike anyone else in America. PLCAA is also
unconstitutional under the 10th Amendment because it allows the federal government to meddle in state
affairs by infringing on the long-standing rights of state courts to determine the duties and obligations that
are owed between the people and businesses in that community.

Does PLCAA give gun companies complete immunity in all cases?
No. As bad as the PLCAA is, the Brady Center has been able to successfully litigate cases by using
PLCAA’s exceptions—including negligence per se, negligent entrustment and knowing violation of a state
or federal law—mostly when guns are sold by dealers in straw purchases.4

Is there something I do to help repeal PLCAA?
Yes. Call your members of congress and ask them to co-sponsor and support H.R. 3984 & S. 1939, the
Equal Access to Justice for Victims of Gun Violence Act. On October 5, 2017, Senator Blumenthal (D-CT)
and Representative Schiff (D-CA-28) introduced these identical companion bills. These bills would repeal
PLCAA and allow civil cases to go forward against irresponsible actors in state and federal courts, and
also allow plaintiffs to subpoena and introduce ATF gun trace data that may be relevant to their case. It
would curb irresponsible business practices by gun manufacturers and dealers, and prevent guns from
getting in the wrong hands. Calling 1-888-920-8078 will connect you to the U.S. Capitol Switchboard and
they will directly connect you to any Member of Congress. To find your U.S. Representative visit:
www.house.gov.
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